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IUPAC Wire

• Dr. Srivatsan, “Modeling Prebiotic Catalysis with
Adenylated Polymeric Templates: Kinetic
Characterization of Assisted Phosphate Ester
Cleavage and Oxygen Insertion Reactions”

There were 44 applicants from 23 countries. The
Prize Selection Committee was comprised of mem-
bers of the IUPAC Bureau with a wide range of expert-
ise in chemistry. The committee was chaired by Prof.
Pieter S. Steyn, IUPAC past president.

In view of the quality of many applications, the
Committee decided also to give four Honorable
Mention Awards:
• Orlando Acevedo, Duquesne University, Pittsburgh,

PA, USA

• Neel Sarovar Bhavesh, Mumbai University, Mumbai,
India

• Anand Mahadeo Gole, University of Pune, India
• Jennifer J. Sokol, University of California, Berkeley,

CA, USA

The Honorable Mention Award winners will receive
a cash prize of USD 100 and a copy of the
Compendium of Chemical Terminology, the IUPAC
“Gold Book.”

Applications for the 2005 Prize are now being
solicited, as described at the Web address listed
below.

www.iupac.org/news/prize.html

Up for Discussion
A forum for members and member organizations to share
ideas and concerns.
Send your comments by e-mail to <edit.ci@iupac.org>.

Questionable Stereoformulas of
Diastereomers

The comments below have been received in response
to the ideas of using "thick" and "hatched" bonds to
represent relative configurations expressed by G.
Kaupp and M. Reza Naimi-Jamal in their article in the
Jan-Feb 2004 Chemistry International, p. 15. These
comments add to the debate and will be considered in
the course of the recently initiated IUPAC project on
Graphical Representation Standards for Chemical
Structure Diagrams, chaired by William Town—see
project announcement on page 23.

by H.D. Flack

K
aupp and Naimi-Jamal's comments and sug-
gestions are to be taken very seriously for the
reporting of crystal and molecular structures

determined by X-ray diffraction.  We take this oppor-
tunity to express our point of view on some matters
that relate directly to this subject.

No matter what graphical representation is finally
agreed upon for molecular diagrams, we consider it
essential that these must be usable by a human
chemist or crystallographer and allow for a high

degree of automatic checking by a computer.
Editors, co-editors, and editorial staff do not have

the time to go around checking the stereochemistry
and labelling of every diagram in every paper.
Automation provides a very cost-effective aid in the
process of verifying scientific communications. The
molecular diagram must be machine-interpretable.
Molecular diagrams, molecular identifiers, and molec-
ular names must be designed so that they are in one-
to-one correspondence with one another. Moreover,
any caption labelling of a molecular diagram must be
compatible with the presented molecular diagram.

In terms of the reporting of molecular structures
from crystal-structure determinations, we distinguish
three distinct cases: enantiopure compound of known
absolute configuration, enantiopure compound of
unknown absolute configuration, or racemate.

The “Basic Terminology of Stereochemistry,” (1996)
Pure Appl. Chem. 68, 2193–2222, gives the terminol-
ogy for attributing distinct names to the compounds
in these three classes. However Kaupp and Naimi-
Jamal’s suggestions for molecular diagrams do not
produce graphical representations of enantiopure
compound of unknown absolute configuration dis-
tinct from racemate, and conversely. However the
physical state of these two classes is very different
and such properties as the melting point, optical
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activity, and CD spectrum would be different.
Although we have noted elsewhere [H.D. Flack

(2003), Helv. Chem. Acta 86, 905–921] that the IUPAC
naming of racemates may readily be extended to take
account of enantiomeric mixtures in rational propor-
tions other than 1:1, it is completely unclear to us how
molecular diagrams should be presented in such
cases. 

The late André Collet brought to our attention that
the definition of absolute configuration as given in the
“Basic Terminology of Stereochemistry” (1996) is inad-
equate in one important respect. Essentially, his argu-
ment is that it is useless to specify a
stereo-configuration by a molecular diagram or
molecular name unless it is accompanied by an appro-
priate physical characterization of the bulk com-
pound. [see H. D. Flack and G. Bernardinelli (1999)
Acta Cryst. A55, 908–915 for a full and open-access
discussion.]

H.D. Flack < crystal@flack.ch> is professor at the Laboratoire de Cristallographie, at

the University of Geneva, Switzerland. <www.flack.ch/howard/cristallo/

Howard.Flack.html>

by Michinori Oki

A
s someone interested in conformation, I can-
not agree with Kaupp and Naimi-Jamal's sug-
gestion because it is quite different from

common practice. 

Their paper states that “wedged chemical formula
should be used only for indication of absolute config-
uration.” We had known that IUPAC wanted to indi-
cate stereochemistry by using solid or hatched lines
as shown in the figure below. But this is very incon-
venient in discussing conformations.

We therefore have used wedges to indicate that
the bond in question is directed to the rear of the
paper and the solid wedge directed toward the eye.
Incidentally, normal lines or solid or hatched lines, if
they do not change in width, mean that these are in
the plane of the paper. Therefore, the formula C below
does not provide any information about conforma-
tion. However, if one use wedges, it is easy to recog-
nize that a bond in question is is antiperiplanar (ap) or
synclinal (sc) to a given bond that is attached to the
neighboring carbon. I hope that IUPAC does not
adopt Kraupp’s proposal, unless the usage of formula
C is confined to indication of configurations. Rather,
wedges should be recommended for indication of the
direction of a bond in question.

Michinori Oki <michinori.oki@jcom.home.ne.jp> is an IUPAC Fellow who recently

retired from the Okayama University of Science, Japan.

Link to Kaupp and Naimi-Jamal’s original article:

www.iupac.org/publications/ci/2004/2601/ud1.html
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Figure reprinted from Jan-Feb 2004 CI, p. 16. According to
Kaupp and Naimi-Jamal, formula A, or even more distinct
formula B (traditionally with exactly the same meaning), will
then rightfully look like formula C (alternatively like formula
D), if it is not the (1R,4S,5S)-enantiomer, but the racemate
of this diastereomer.


